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Abstract— The advent of the Internet of things will bring to 

bear an explosion in the number of interconnected heterogeneous 

objects as well as the diverse resources and services they may 

offer. A fundamental goal is to ensure the availability of 

resources and services to communicating objects ubiquitously, 

resiliently, on-demand and at low cost while satisfying users’ QoS 

requirements. We hypothesize that to achieve this goal; there is a 

need to build capabilities for smarter networking to harvest the 

currently elusive rich semantics that emerge in interactions. In 

this paper, we propose the concept and primary architecture of a 

network "memory" (or NetMem) to support smarter data-driven 

network operations as a foundational component of next 

generation networks. Guided by the fact that networking 

activities exhibit spatiotemporal data patterns, we design 

NetMem to mimic functionalities of the human memory. NetMem 

provides capabilities for semantics management through 

integrating data virtualization, cloud-like scalable storage, 

associative rule learning and predictive analytics. NetMem 

provides associative access to data patterns and relevant derived 

semantics to enable enhancements in decision making, QoS 

guarantees and utilization of resources, early anomaly detection, 

and more accurate behavior prediction. We evaluate NetMem 

using simulation. Preliminary results demonstrate the positive 

impact of NetMem on various network management operations.   

Keywords—Network Semantics; Network Design; Data 

Virtualization; Cloud Data Storage; Associative Rule Learning; 

Bio-inspired Networking. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The Internet of things (IoT) [1] targets supporting billions 
of networked entities to provide a wide variety of resources and 
capabilities, and bridging the physical and the cyber worlds.  
The result is ubiquitous services that would enhance the 
efficiency, convenience, safety and resilience of our systems 
and infrastructures.  

The IoT and other emerging networks would possess 
varieties of communicating entities, running services and 
applications, and types of used resources. This is besides an 
explosion in the amount of network traffic. Such complexities 
pose formidable challenges for network analysts and decision 
makers. Also, networking entities will face difficulties to keep 
up with the dynamic requirements and behavior of the 
heterogeneous network elements (e.g., applications, protocols, 
resources, etc). Contemporary tools and solutions as presented 
in [2, 3] are limited in their ability to identify dynamic behavior 

aspects and thus they constrain our understanding of actors and 
activities in the network. Moreover, the storage of traffic data 
for later offline mining and analysis as presented in [4, 5] 
would be prohibitive given the extreme volume of data and the 
timeliness needed in decision making. 

It is widely known that network traffic data exhibit 
spatiotemporal patterns. Learning and maintaining semantics 
based on analyzing such patterns would support network 
core/end systems to recognize normal/abnormal behavior of 
diverse network elements and requirements of new emerging 
services besides it would aid in enhancing services' QoS, 
utilization of resources, and detection of anomaly. 
Additionally, effectively utilizing semantics would provide self 
and situational awareness to help improve network 
performance, adaptability and evolution. 

Communicating entities in both the physical and cyber 
worlds exhibit spatiotemporal patterns. For instance in the 
physical world, mobile entities within a domain and in a 
specific context yield patterns. In that context, each entity 
moves daily at different times possibly with diverse speeds and 
through different paths. However, from analyzing patterns, the 
locations of interest for each entity in that context can be 
discovered. Network connectivity can be enhanced when 
considering those locations in a pattern-aware routing protocol. 
On the other hand, in the cyber world, for instance, running 
Internet services in various operating environments (for 
example., wired or wireless), also yields patterns related, for 
example, to those services' behavior. Patterns can be learned by 
determining services' time- and connection-based features like 
ratio of request to response messages within certain time or 
through specific number of connections. Consequently, 
recognizing patterns would help in discovering normal or 
abnormal behavior of those services. Hence, services' QoS and 
network security can be improved. 

Unfortunately, the current Internet [6] and other proposed 
network architectures in the contemporary literature, for 
example [7, 8], in the most part, do not provide effective and 
efficient methodology for networking entities to discover, 
learn,  store and utilize patterns of traffic behavior, particularly 
at runtime in an automated manner and over a long period of 
time. For example, the behavior of TCP, a reliable 
communication protocol, can be extracted by learning patterns 
of that protocol. Learned TCP patterns would lead to know the 
normal range of port numbers used between entities, the 
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Fig. 1.  NetMem architecture 

normal ratio of source/destination messages through specific 
time period, and the values of sequence numbers in 
source/destination within N connections. Hence, the normal 
behavior for TCP protocol can be expected based on 
discovered features in its patterns. Additionally, up to our 
knowledge, hardware and software solutions proposed for 
enhancing network intelligence (e.g., cognitive networks [9]), 
did not provide systematic means to learn, store and associate 
network semantics that can aid in extracting information 
concerning various network elements (e.g., routers, 
applications, resources, etc.) and their normal/emergent 
behavior. We depict the limited utilization of traffic semantics 
in networking operations as the “networking semantics gap”. 
Such gap deprives networks of efficient use of information at 
different levels of granularity, which would otherwise help in 
enhancing their operation. 

In this paper, we motivate the concept of a "memory" for 
resolving the aforementioned semantics gap for smarter 
networking operation. Our proposed network memory, termed 
NetMem, is a shared distributed semantics management 
system. It provides a facility for storing/discovering/retrieving 
at runtime spatiotemporal data patterns exhibited by data 
originating from heterogeneous networking domains and 
related to various network elements. By recognizing patterns, 
NetMem learns and discovers network semantics in a 
systematic way to inform networking operations with 
semantics at different levels of abstraction (e.g., function and 
normal behavior of routing protocol and reliable service in a 
specific contexts such as wireless ad-hoc networks). 

NetMem is inspired by the functionalities of the “human 
memory”. The human memory [10] is capable of 
autonomously collecting huge amounts of data with different 
levels of details via our five senses and learns their pattern and 
derives associative semantics accordingly. There are unified 
semantics representation and a scalable structured way for 
yielding associative semantics storage. Moreover, semantics in 
human memory are accumulated as sequences and updated and 
can be associatively accessed and retrieved. Based on 
maintained semantics, humans can predict future events, learn 
things, and recognize new ones by matching their estimated 
semantics with those which are already registered. Our claim is 
that the functionalities of the human memory [10] are suited to 
designing NetMem because of analogy in processes of 
deriving/matching semantics based on learning patterns and 
capabilities which are offered in human memory for the 
associative retrieval and scalable storage. 

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as 
follows: 

• A biologically-inspired system architecture and 
methodology for a network memory mimicking 
functionalities of the human memory for resolving the 
networking semantics gap; and 

• Constructing a network semantics management system with 
associative semantics storage/retrieval/matching capabilities 
at runtime and on-demand for supporting enhancement of 
running services' QoS and anomaly detection. 

 The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
II presents NetMem architecture. Section III describes NetMem 
Statistical and Prediction Models. Section IV discusses 
NetMem evaluation. Section V provides a review of some 
related work. Finally, the paper concludes in section VI with an 
outline of future work. 

II. NETMEM SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

NetMem architecture comprises the following components 
which can inter-communicate as shown in Fig. 1. 

• Data virtualization and access (DVA): Data from 
different sources, e.g., entities, databases, etc., are collected to 
NetMem via DVA and through a sensory system. DVA 
implements DV techniques [11]; and it possesses a data model 
for structuring and representing data in NetMem tables.  

• Short-term memory (StM) and Long-term memory 
(LtM): StM and LtM consist of sets of big extensible relational 
data tables. StM, or working memory, mimics lower areas of 
cortex in the human brain [10], and it maintains  data related to 
different network elements (services, applications, protocols, 
etc.). LtM, auto-associative memory, mimics higher cortex 
areas in human memory and it maintains semantics based on 
reasoning processes for learned patterns of data in StM. Those 
processes are executed within the fourth component, we call 
"semantic manager" or SM. SM is responsible for discovering 
and generating semantics or conceptual data in LtM. 

• NetMem Controller and Interface (NCI): handles 
requests from entities related to data/semantics, on different 
levels of abstraction. NCI represents the external gate to pass 
data or alerts/actions, due to semantic matching results, to 
requesting entities. Based on analytical reports sent by DVA 
and/or SM, NCI has the ability to control operations of sensors 
in the sensory system by specifying certain types of sensors to 
collect interesting data. In addition, NCI provides security 
concerns for NetMem where it authenticates networking 
entities upon reception of their requests to validate their 
eligibility for data or semantics access in NetMem. Authorized 
entities can look for data at NetMem using multiple search 
keys such as service identifiers and certain services' concerns. 
Furthermore, they can retrieve semantics related to their 
interesting services and networking functionalities. 

• Semantic Manager (SM): SM is responsible for 
generating/storing/retrieving semantics to/from LtM based on 
1) continual monitoring and learning for data patterns in StM; 
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 NC: number of concerns C per service profile 

PS_1: service profile which contain a concern 

Calculate min_support 

For (C=2; C<=NC;C++) { 

 Generate candidate group of concerns GC; 

 For all service profiles in StM do { 

  For all GC in the profile do { 

   Count++; 

  } 

 } 

 PS_C = GC if count >= min_support 

} 

Final PS_C ; conceptual profile contains final group of concerns 

For all service profile in StM do { 

 Calculate membership for each concern; using fuzzy 

set theory 

 Calculate profile weight; 

Find number of profile occurrence in StM;  

} 

Develop Rule; 
 

 

Fig. 2.  Pseudo code of the used associative rule learning algorithm 
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Fig. 3.  Trapezoidal fuzzy membership function for bandwidth concern 

2) maintained statistical prediction models; 3) acquired and 
learned data patterns from data experts; and 4) experience and 
history of SM such as defined Fuzzy rules. SM recognizes 
patterns of data profiles in StM using associative rule learning 
(ARL) algorithms, the pseudo code is depicted in Fig. 2, 
statistical analysis and fuzzy set theory, via defining Fuzzy 
rules and Fuzzy membership functions (FMF) for group of data 
classes. By ARL, SM can discover and extract features of data 
profiles in StM tables like occurrence frequency of profiles and 
their concerns. FMF are discriminative functions with discrete 
output space, i.e., classes, and it might be described as posterior 
class probabilities [12]. FMF are used to determine class of 
input data based on three networking concerns and their values. 
For instance, if the packet size concern is greater than a 
threshold value, that concern is classified to a specific 
membership degree. Based on degrees of concerns, SM 
calculates weight for profiles in StM. Accordingly, SM makes 
decisions using Fuzzy rules which relate multiple attributes 
with certain thresholds. For example, a Fuzzy rule for a normal 
profile of a File transfer service would be simply as follows: if 
a profile occurs x times, contains n concerns (e.g., TCP 
transport protocol and SYN packets), number of SYN packets 
is lower than a defined value; and that profile has a weight 
greater than a threshold, then the decision by SM is that the file 
transfer service has a normal behavior. Accordingly, SM can 
derive semantics, e.g., normal behavior, for same/similar 
services when their data profile exhibits patterns with extracted 
features that meet, i.e., semantics matching, the previous 
defined rule. 

III. NETMEM STATISTICAL AND PREDICTION MODELS    

(VIA EXAMPLE) 

SM would learn patterns of N different data profiles 
represented by DVA in StM to derive semantics and store them 
in LtM. There are K target concerns or features that can be 
extracted and classified from profiles in StM. Using the 
associative rule learning (ARL) algorithm depicted in Fig. 2, 
SM will learn group of concerns (Cp) per each data profile in 
StM. SM searches for similar data profiles (Ns) or profile' 
number of occurrence with same Cp. Equations (1) and (2) 
describe the initial concern weight and data profile weight, 

respectively. 

        Initial concern weight/data profile (I_Ci) = 1/K          (1) 

 Data profile weight (Dw) = ∑i (I_Ci × M_Ci)            (2) 

for each concern i per data profile, where i ≤ K                     

 

Where M_Ci is the membership value of the concern i. Fig. 3 

depicts a trapezoidal FMF used for calculating membership 

values of the bandwidth concern. A simple SM accuracy in 

predicting and developing semantics is calculated using (3).   

 

SM Accuracy = Dw × (Cp/K) × (Ns/N)                               (3) 

Table I shows some statistics calculated using the above 

equations to learn patterns of 10 data profiles in StM 

concerning a file transfer service operated by TCP protocol. 

We assumed that three concerns, i.e., K=3, are considered in 

learning patterns by the ARL algorithm. Hence, SM will 

inspect data profiles in StM and search for those concerns. 

Here, the problem is concern extraction and classification 

(discrete target concerns) using discriminative functions, i.e., 

FMF. SM has definitions for Fuzzy rules which are used in, 

for example, determining normal behavior of the TCP 

communication protocol using an assigned vector (T) of 

thresholds, which are determined by experts or by SM via its 

experience and maintained history. Here is an example of a 

rule:  

IF (Dw > Ta) && (Ns > Tb) && (Cp == K) 

THEN normal behavior ELSE abnormal behavior 

 

Ta and Tb are thresholds defined in T. According to the above 

rule, SM will extract semantics for the TCP protocol as 

follows: 

- IF behavior = normal THEN develop semantics (Snormal); 

Snormal = largeNumberOfProfiles,CompleteDataProfile, 

NormalProfileWeight. 

- IF behavior =abnormal THEN develop semantics (Sabnormal);  

Sabnormal = SmallNumberOfProfiles,InCompleteDataProfile, 

AbnormalProfileWeight. 

 
largeNumberOfProfiles means that Ns exceeds the threshold Tb, 
CompleteDataProfile means that the data profile maintains all 
interesting concerns, NormalProfileWeight means that Dw is 
above threshold Ta. The semantics for the abnormal behavior 
will reveal that profiles do not satisfy the above conditions.   

Fig. 4 shows a simple semantics derived for the normal 
behavior of TCP protocol in LtM. For each TCP data profile 
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 TABLE I. STATISTICS OF DIFFERENT TCP DATA PROFILES CALCULATED BY SM FOR LEARNING TCP PROTOCOL PATTERNS 

Concerns (Cp) per the service data profile  Number 

of 

Similar 

Profiles 

(Ns) 

Total 

number 

of 

profiles 

(N) 

Data 

Profile 

Weight 

(Dw) 

Profile 

Rank 

(Pr) 

SM 

Accuracy 
Bandwidth 

(bps)        
M_C 

Buffer size 

(packets)   
M_C 

Service 

duration 
(seconds)             

M_C 

15000 

0.9 (high) 

7000 

1 (high) 

1000 

1 (high) 
5 10 1 1 48.33% 

10000 

1 (medium) 

3000 

1 (low) 

200  

1 (low) 
1 10 1 2 10% 

14000 

0.82 (high) 

6000 

0.4(medium) 

500 

0.5(medium) 
1 10 0.57276 4 5.7276% 

--- 
6500 

0.55 (high) 

1000 

1 (high) 
1 10 0.51615 6 3.441% 

15000 

0.9 (high) 

5000 

1 (medium) 
--- 1 10 0.666 5 4.22 % 

12000 

0.9(medium) 

6000 

0.4(medium) 

1000 

1 (high) 
1 10 0.7659 3 7.659% 

 

Normal TCP 

Behavior

LargeNumberOfProfiles CompleteDataProfile NormalProfileWeight

 
Fig. 4.  Semantics for normal TCP behavior derived by SM and stored at LtM 
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Fig. 5.  Simulated network layout 

that exhibits patterns similar to defined semantics, then that 
profile is detected as a normal one.  The evaluation section 
clarifies the impact of generated semantics for TCP protocol on 
performance of file transfer services besides the capability for 
detecting abnormal TCP flow. 

IV. EVALUATION 

We used J-Sim [13] for our preliminary evaluation of the 

efficacy of NetMem. We implemented a simple scenario for a 

network composed of four hosts and four routers as shown in 

Fig. 5. There are two different service classes for data transfer 

where the first service class uses TCP transport protocol 

between two hosts and the other service class uses file transfer 

protocols on top of UDP between the other two hosts. We 

build a static route for each service class where intermediate 

routers transfer data packets of both services.  

 
 Table II shows the simulation parameters. Communicating 
entities in the scenario access NetMem at runtime and on-
demand to store/discover/retrieve data and to learn semantics 
concerning their interesting services. For instance, the TCP and 
UDP services are provided in a specific region and at certain 
periods of time through the day. Our assumption here is that 
data regarding TCP and UDP services are collected via DVA 
from various network elements (i.e., sources, sinks and routers) 
and these data are uniformly represented in StM as profiles, 
which show for example source/destination IP, service type, 
packet size, allocated buffer size and bandwidth, and service 
duration. These profiles exhibit patterns, which can be learned 
by the SM. Accordingly, the SM derives semantics related to 

TCP and UDP services that other entities such as the bottleneck 
router (i.e. router R3 in our scenario) can know via a) data 
profiles which clarify IP attributes; and b) TCP/UDP 
semantics, requirements and occurrence time of running 
services.  

For example, NetMem has semantics for the TCP service 
which reveal that this service, within range of IPs, uses specific 
resources at certain time period and at particular area because 
of the impact of another service (i.e., UDP service). Data (i.e., 
data profiles) and semantics in StM and LtM, respectively, are 
updated continually at runtime. In this scenario, we assume that 
there are 20 data profiles maintained in StM where each service 
has 10 profiles. We show the capability of the bottleneck router 
to learn semantics of TCP service derived in NetMem to 
enhance the service's QoS by allocating required resources and 
to aid in detecting abnormal TCP flows. 

NetMem SM uses a simple associative rule learning 
algorithm (pseudo code is described in Fig. 2 in section II), for 
learning data profiles stored in StM and extracting their 
concerns. The use of the leaning algorithm depends on a group 
of pre-registered features or concerns. SM calculates a weight 
for each analyzed profile in StM based on classified concerns' 
values of each profile. For profiles classification, SM adopts 
fuzzy set theory (fuzzy membership functions) where extracted 
profiles' concerns could be fuzzy and yield multi-valued classes 
for those concerns or features which accordingly refer to 
different semantics. We develop trapezoidal membership 
functions for three target concerns (bandwidth, buffer size and 
service duration) for data profiles in StM. Each membership  
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Fig. 6.  Throughput at destinations without NetMem 

 
Fig. 8.  TCP Throughput at bottleneck router with/without NetMem 

 
Fig. 7.  Throughput at destinations with NetMem 

TABLE II.  SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Value Parameter 

1 Mbps Link Data Rate (fixed) 

10 Kbps Bottleneck  Link Data Rate (variable)  

6000 packets Bottleneck Router 3 Buffer Size (variable)  

512 bytes TCP MSS (fixed) 

128 bytes TCP MCWS (fixed) 

255 seconds TCP Time to Live (fixed) 

700 bytes UDP Packet Size (fixed) 

100 mseconds Propagation Delay (fixed)  

58 Kbytes JPG Photo size (fixed) 

1000 seconds Simulation Time  

function outputs three classes with various degrees based on 
numerical values of these concerns compared to defined 
functions' split points. There are 20 service profiles in StM as 
training sets where there are 10 profiles for the TCP service 
and the other 10 profiles are for UDP service. Based on 
extracted valued concerns, calculated data profiles weights Dw, 
and results from the used statistical model (e.g., number of 
profile occurrence (Pn) and interesting concerns (Cp) per each 
profile) besides sets of defined rules (e.g., if  Pn>threshold_1 & 
Cp ==3 & Dw> threshold_2 then define service semantics based 
on classified concerns), SM can recognize patterns for TCP and 
UDP services and it develops their semantics in LtM. 

Figs. 6 and 7 show measured throughput at TCP and UDP 
destinations in cases of operation with and without NetMem, 
respectively. These throughput data besides other data 
regarding for example operational parameters and protocols 
used for both services and required resources are maintained in 
data profiles in StM. SM monitors and learns at runtime 
patterns related to these data profiles. From learned patterns, it 
knows that a UDP service starts at certain time and lasts for a 
period and the TCP service requires specific resources  (e.g. 
buffer size and bandwidth) in that period to meet QoS levels 
(e.g. minimum throughput level at TCP destination). 

Fig. 8 shows throughput at the bottleneck router for TCP 
flow with/without NetMem. In operation with NetMem, the 
router could adapt to the effect of UDP flow on the TCP 
service's QoS based on learned semantics in LtM. Based on 
recognizing TCP and UDP semantics, we notice that the router 
could self-configure its system to optimize TCP service. 
Semantic inform the router to allocate larger buffer size and 
higher bandwidth for the TCP flow using the time period from 
120 to 500 through the simulation time. 

Fig. 9 shows the case that the router detected abnormal 
pattern of a TCP traffic generated in another simulation run. 
Router learned traffic abnormality via SM which matches 
learned pattern with already known semantics for TCP service 
maintained in LtM. Based on matching results, NCI component 
sent an attack alert to router. Accordingly, the router 
constrained that TCP service and enhanced the UDP service 
using its available resources. 

As a conclusion from the aforementioned results with 
NetMem, networking entities (e.g., routers) along a 
communication path can enhance, at runtime, services’ QoS by 
accessing and learning semantics of those services. Better 
utilization of resources and improvement in situational 
awareness capabilities can be achieved at runtime with 
NetMem by recognizing changes in patterns (e.g., QoS 
requirements) of services. Furthermore, security can be 
enhanced by recognizing and differentiating normal and 
abnormal data patterns in NetMem. More elaborate NetMem 
algorithms and protocols are being rigorously studied and 
results, including overhead, will be written in a sequel paper. 

V. RELATED WORK 

Researchers have proposed solutions for extracting, 

organizing, and managing information to gain better insight 

into network traffic analysis and behavior identification. For 

instance, flexible meta-databases as in [2, 4, 5, 14] were 

proposed to enable accessing uniformly represented and 

correlated data from heterogeneous sources to support better 

data analysis and understanding of networking traffics. Also, in 

[3, 15], authors presented architectures for knowledge plane 

(KP) for autonomic knowledge management capabilities to 

strengthen self-* properties and to enhance decision making 

and understanding network dynamics.  Researchers have also 
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Fig. 9.  Throughput at bottleneck router with abnormal TCP pattern 

investigated mechanisms for storing Internet and measurement 

data based on certain attributes. For example, CAIDA in [4] 

presented the Internet measurement data catalog (IMDC) as 

metadata repositories of measurement data to achieve smooth 

accessibility of that data for comparative analysis purposes. 

Authors in [5] proposed a scalable Internet measurement 

repository (SIMR) to track Internet measurements where large 

databases provide information about measurements, tools, 

users, experiments, and datasets. Similar to SIMR, the MOME 

in [14] is a web-based approach for repositories of meta-

databases independent of service types. Authors of MOME 

showed the capability to record information using metadata 

models and specific features and related to measurement tools 

and data. MOME allows a public data access capability for 

increasing cooperation amongst users for better utilization of 

resources and network capacity. 

The work in [2, 3] proposed to add a distributed KP to the 

current Internet, based on using artificial intelligence (using 

probabilistic and statistical analysis of information) and 

cognitive techniques, to be self-knowledgeable, self-

configuration, self-diagnosing, self- analyzing, and self-

managing. In [15], the authors proposed a global federated KP 

for Internet where that plane provides trustworthy information 

regarding networking properties that will be used by running 

applications. The proposed KP was implemented via a group of 

servers operated by third parties to support security issues 

(confidentiality and privacy). There are defined access control 

policies which are used for information disclosure.  

Similar to works in [4, 5, 14], NetMem adopts metadata 

models for uniformly representing data related to various 

network elements from various sources. However, NetMem is 

a semantics management system that maintains network 

semantics at different levels of granularity based on learning 

data patterns originating from heterogeneous sources. 

Semantics can be accessed on-demand and at runtime by 

networking entities (e.g., hosts and routers) to enhance QoS of 

their interesting services and to have better utilization of their 

resources. Compared to work in [2, 3], we provide a 

biologically-inspired architecture for NetMem, where human 

memory functionality guides its constituting components and 

internal operation for collecting and homogenizing data from 

various sources using data virtualization techniques. The 

proposed KP in [3] uses rules to generate responses based on 

gathered observations. But, NetMem adopts predictive 

analytics based on learned patterns and extracted features to 

generate semantics. Unlike work in [15], maintained data in 

NetMem are not restricted to Internet measurement data. 

NetMem maintains data semantics which are related to 

different network elements. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We presented the primary architecture of NetMem, a 

semantics management system that mimics functionalities of 

the human memory with the objective of effectively and 

efficiently utilizing and learning spatiotemporal networking 

data patterns for smarter networking in the emerging IoT. 

NetMem integrates data virtualization, cloud-like data storage, 

associative rule learning and predictive analytics. NetMem-

supported networks yield semantic-driven self- and 

situational-aware operation. We provided via simulation a 

simple evaluation for networking operations with NetMem. 

Motivated by the preliminary results showing NetMem’s 

success in improving networking operations, we are currently 

investigating the formalization and optimization of NetMem 

as a generic scalable network memory. We also seek to 

motivate further research particularly leading to reference 

model and architecture and standardization of network 

memory. 
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